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Resolve to maximise your RETURN on LIFE.
Here’s a New Year’s resolution you’ll want to keep –
Explore new places with people you love.
A Virtuoso travel advisor takes pride in helping you maximise your
RETURN on LIFE, and deciding where to go is only the beginning.
They collaborate with you on everything from simple weekend getaways
to the most complex itineraries. And, as their client, you’re a part of
the ultimate global travel community that enjoys Virtuoso-exclusive VIP
perks, upgrades, and access.
If you’re resolved to getting more out of life this year, let’s get started
today. Warm wishes for a beautiful, well-travelled new year!

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in
speaking to one, please, contact us today at info@virtuoso.com.au.
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editor’s note

traVel better

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER tERRiE L. hANsEN

V
e

irtuoSo TRAVEL

advisors never cease
to impress me;
they’re truly some
of the most well-travelled,
well-connected people on the
planet. Case in point: Myanmar
(captured on the cover). Every
year Virtuoso hosts a photography contest soliciting our
advisors’ top pictures from
their travels. The submissions
span the globe, but when not
one or two but three of the top
ten photographs were snapped
in Myanmar, the editors decided to investigate. Clearly,
our advisors had found a place
where a picture is worth a
thousand words. We sent a
writer and photographer (who
happen to be husband and
wife) to report on the country’s
still-developing tourism infrastructure. Check out their resulting
article and photographs on page 42.
Suffice it to say, they both want
to return.
Myanmar also appears on this issue’s
list of the top 25 places to go now. We
asked Virtuoso advisors to identify the
most intriguing emerging destinations
for 2013. From countries just embracing
tourism to new reasons to visit old
favourites, you’ll find their list of where
to go now – along with their tips and
insight – on page 16.
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EditOR’s REcOMMENdAtiON
My new favourite luggage.

i always resolve to pack smarter – and until i commit to
hauling less stuff, this suitcase fits the bill. i recently
took a Road Warrior M series collapsible suitcase to
europe for a danube river cruise. the construction is
impressive – lightweight but sturdy, stable, and easy to
manoeuvre. the best part: it collapses to mere centimetres and easily stashed under the bed in my small cabin.
With evidence of overpacking out of sight, i feel smarter
already. M Series bags; www.roadwarriorluggage.com.
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Virtuoso is the industry’s leading luxury travel network. This by-invitation-only
organisation comprises over 340 agencies with more than 7,200 elite travel
specialists in 20 countries in North and South America, the Caribbean, Australia, and
New Zealand, as well as over 1,700 of the world’s best travel providers and premier
destinations. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor or visit
www.virtuosolife.com. Publisher assumes no liability for the representations
contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art,
photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without
written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at
717/399-1900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo,
SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL, ORCHESTRATE DREAMS, and VIRTUOSO LIFE are
registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Printed in Australia at
GEON Print & Communication Solutions. EDITORIAL: VLEditors@virtuoso.com.
ADVERTISING OFFICES: 1001 SW Klickitat Way, Suite 105, Seattle, WA 98134; 817/3348631. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER
INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 505 Main Street, Suite 500, Fort Worth,
TX 76102; www.virtuoso.com. CST 2069091-50. Copyright © 2013 by Virtuoso, Ltd. All
rights reserved. All offers and pricing are subject to change, availability, alteration,
and international currency fluctuations without notice. Offers may be withdrawn at
any time. Restrictions apply. Exchange rates are verified at press time. Virtuoso is
not responsible for errors in pricing. All prices in Exclusive Offers section are per
person, based on double occupancy, including taxes, and do not include airfare,
unless stated otherwise. Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor for details, including
optional insurance programs that are available.
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PAtRicE WiLLOUGhBY

explore…

Just announced NEW Lower Fares on three Mediterranean voyages.
Explore new ports in the world’s most intriguing destinations.
And with FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions, the possibilities
for discovery are extraordinary.

ISTANBUL TO BARCELONA | APRIL 24, 2013 | 10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner®
2-For-1 Fares from US$4,283 per person including US$2,000 Bonus Savings
ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA) TO BARCELONA | MAY 15, 2013 | 7 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner®
2-For-1 Fares from US$3,471 per person including US$1,500 Bonus Savings
MONTE CARLO TO ATHENS | SEPTEMBER 18, 2013 | 7 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner®
2-For-1 Fares from US$4,419 per person including US$1,500 Bonus Savings

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include:
Voyager Club Host, Private Cocktail Reception and Exclusive Shore Event
Offers expire March 31, 2013 and their availability is limited. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher. For current fares and promotional offers, please contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy based on Category F. All fares listed are per person and bonus savings listed are per suite.
All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers and may be withdrawn at any time without
prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract. FREE 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury Hotel Package applies for guests 1 and 2 only. FREE Unlimited Shore Excursion reservations are accepted
on a first-come, first-served basis and number of shore excursions are subject to availability. Restrictions apply and cancellations received 36 hours prior to shore excursion
start date may incur penalties. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers at any time.
Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC. com. Hermès® is a registered mark of Hermès International. L’Occitane® is a registered
mark of L’Occitane, S.A. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas ©2012 Regent Seven Seas Cruises®

THE MOST INCLUSIVE
REGENT EXPERIENCE
• 2-for-1 Fares
• Additional Bonus Savings
of up to US$4,000 Per Suite
• FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions
• FREE 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury
Hotel Package
• FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities
• FREE Unlimited Beverages
Including Fine Wines and
Premium Spirits
• FREE Open Bars and Lounges
PLUS In-Suite Mini-Bar
Replenished Daily

Connections

Virtuoso CoMMunity
advisor insight, traveller photos, and how to find us on the go.

AsK tHE ADVIsoRs
what are some tips for getting through airport security faster?
“Wear a vest or coat with
spacious pockets and load
your change, jewellery,
belts, and electronics in
the secure pockets and
then send the garment
through the machine. i
recommend Scottevest
(www.scottevest.com).”
– Martha Rhodes,
Richmond, Virginia
“it never hurts to ask if
you can use the ViP line.”
– Tony Adler,
Sherman Oaks, California

YoUR sHot
photos from your travels.
“WiLd hORsEs”
Who: Morton Katz,
Pikesville, Maryland
What: icelandic horses
Where: “i took this photo on a walk
near Snæfellsnes, iceland, while on
a tauck tour.”
Next trip: “South Africa, namibia,
and Victoria falls in october.”

Digital
edition
Read the latest issue
of Virtuoso Life online,
wherever you are, by
visiting www.virtuoso.
com.au
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singita Pamushana Lodge
Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve,
Zimbabwe
“The service, accommodation, and incredible game
viewing surpassed everything
I could’ve imagined about an
authentic Zimbabwean safari
experience. Our group spent
three nights at the six-suite
property, with multiple game
drives – in the ﬁrst 24 hours
we saw all of the “big ﬁve” –
and a visit to a local village.
Don’t miss Kambako Bush
Craft Museum – it’s a living,
breathing example of historic
Zimbabwe.”

tiP: “don’t forget the 20-kilogram
baggage restriction on the prop
planes in Africa. Avoid storing your
bags at the airport and pack light!”

online
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tell us what you think we’d love to
hear from you.

Learn more at www.virtuoso.com.au.
Email us at vleditors@virtuoso.com.
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Just back from:

– Lindsey Epperly,
Columbus, Georgia

Send your best travel shots to Vleditors@
virtuoso.com for a chance to be featured in
Virtuoso Life.

stAY CoNNECtED

ADVIsoR REPoRt

england’s Cotswolds

8

| Cruise news

9

| shangri-la hotel, toronto

12

{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

paSSpOrt iS repOrted BY: ELAINE GLUSAC, AND FRAN GOLDEN

high wired act:
Vail’s new
gondola #1
features free
Wi-Fi.

JACK AFFLECK

MoUntain Do

in 1962, Pete Seibert and earl eaton opened Vail Mountain with nine runs and three lifts in the central colorado rockies
where eaton grew up hunting and Seibert trained for Alpine combat during World War ii. fifty years later, Vail reigns
as the united State’s largest ski resort, sprawling over nearly 5,300 skiable acres with 193 trails and seven bowls spread
across an eleven-kilometre range. in addition to a season full of concerts, on-mountain parties, and promotions at
properties such as the 107-room sebastian and 121-room Four seasons Resort, the ski area’s official birthday present
is gondola #1, featuring ten-passenger cars with heated seats and complimentary Wi-fi for those who want to surf,
share photos, and create facebook-enabled envy between runs.
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passport
OUT & ABOUT

NortherN exposure
stockholm’s
1628 warship, Vasa.

Scandinavia has emerged as one of the preeminent destinations for those looking to pair urban culture with the great
outdoors. Travellers on Tauck World Discovery’s 14-day
journey alternate explorations of Stockholm, Oslo, and
Copenhagen with visits to lakeside manors and castles, plus
cruises along dramatic coastlines such as Geirangerfjord,
where cliffs rise some 1,371 metres from the sea. While most
meals are taken care of, the itinerary allows for free time to
explore the capitals’ nightlife and dining scenes on your own.

CUltURAl ImmERsIoN
Each year,
millions of
Hindu pilgrims
converge on one
of four rotating
sites for ritual
cleansings in
India’s Ganges or
Godavari rivers.
This year’s event
marks the
culmination of 12
spiritual cycles,
and the number
of pilgrims is
expected to
surge. cox &
Kings’ 15-day
trip to the Maha Kumbh Mela bookends four days at
the festival with visits to Delhi, Jaipur, and Agra. While at
the spectacle in northern India’s Allahabad, travellers
can meet spiritual gurus and witness bathings from
Lakshmi Kutir Camp, 50 tents built specifically for the
occasion with electricity, private baths, and verandas,
plus an ayurvedic spa, yoga classes, and a vegetarianfocused dining room.
Preparing for
the Kumbh Mela.

southern Crossings

Retired hedge fund manager Julian H. Robertson Jr. built some of New Zealand’s most lauded lodges, and he’s now capitalising on the
portfolio with two activity-packed private trips. The ten-day tours feature three nights at each property, including the 6,000-acre,
24-suite Farm at Cape Kidnappers in the Hawke’s Bay wine region, where travellers can tee up on the clifftop golf course and look
for kiwi birds. Guests tour Milford Sound glaciers from the ten-suite Matakauri Lodge on Lake Wakatipu, then head to the North
Island’s 23-suite Lodge at Kauri Cliffs for more golf, horseback rides on the working sheep farm, and sailing on the Bay of Islands.
cape Kidnappers and (left)
Matakauri Lodge.
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passport
INSIDER ITINERARY

AN ENGLish MAstERPiEcE
Stroll in the footsteps of the hit series Downton Abbey with this
advisor-planned private walking tour of england’s cotswolds.

THE ITINERARY Inspired by the aristocratic
family portrayed in the popular post-Edwardian
period drama, Austin, Texas-based travel
advisor gay gillen developed a trip to the
Cotswolds, a pastoral area in southwest England.
“My clients wanted to re-create an elegant house
party in a stately English home, so I secured an
exclusive stay in a private castle for this group of
eight people,” Gillen says. “NoteWorthy group,
one of Virtuoso’s UK connections, can help
arrange visits to private Cotswold gardens.”

DAY

LonDon

Virtuoso

Check
advantage
Virtuoso guests reinto the
ceive daily breakfast
stafford London by
for two, and lunch or
dinner for two, once
Kempinski, a 105during stay.
room historic country
house in the city. “Head
concierge Frank Laino, who greeted us at the door
when we arrived, arranged for last-minute aisleseat theatre tickets to see Matilda the Musical,”
Gillen says. “He’s nothing short of amazing.”

1

DAYS

1

2

3

CotSWoLDS

Transfer by private coach (Lewis day
chauffeur’s Mercedes boast complimentary Wi-Fi) to meet your guide and spend your
days exploring medieval villages with ancient
churches, spacious parks, and famed gardens.
On day three, enjoy a private lunch with an earl
and countess at the manor their family has
owned since the seventeenth century. “The most
in-demand garden to visit is Highgrove, the estate
owned by Prince Charles,” Gillen recommends.“
But don’t miss Kiftsgate Court Gardens and its
new gilded bronze water feature.”

2-8

tip
“take a break from walking
and visit hay Barn spa (www.
daylesfordorganic.com). yoga,
Pilates, ayurvedic massage –
who’d expect a Zen oasis in
the english countryside?”

Gillen arranged accommodation at a nine-bedroom
private castle in the market town of Moreton-inMarsh, complete with indoor swimming pool and
views of the Cotswold countryside. (You could also
stay at the 25-room cotswold house hotel &
spa, a Virtuoso property in Chipping Campden.)

1. cotswolds countryside. 2. the stafford London
by Kempinski. 3. hay Barn spa. 4. highclere castle,
where Downton Abbey is filmed.
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– Gay Gillen

bon Voyage

HIGH sEAs HIts

Five new reasons to cruise this year.
NEW sHIPs

Explore the Galápagos on silversea cruises’ newest
expedition ship, Silver Galápagos, and your encounters with
blue-footed boobies, giant tortoises, and iguanas will come
complete with unadventure-cruise perks such as butler
service and complimentary drinks. The 100-passenger,
all-suite ship, formerly known as the Galápagos Explorer II,
joins the fleet in September after an extensive makeover
for seven-day sailings along two distinct circuits.
Discover remote Alaska and Bering Sea islands with
Zegrahm Expeditions’ new all-suite expedition vessel,
the 100-passenger Caledonian Sky. The 15-day round-trip
sailing from Anchorage includes Dutch Harbor, the port
made famous on Discovery Channel’s Deadliest Catch, and
frequent Zodiac excursions to explore the wilds.

Zegrahm’s new
Caledonian Sky..

NEW FoR ADUlts

Crystal Cruises’ 12-day Mediterranean sailing from Venice to Barcelona gets you revved up for fast cars and hot parties at the Monaco Grand Prix. The 1,070-passenger Crystal Serenity calls at Monte Carlo for race day, with viewing options ranging from privateresidence balconies to exclusive driver/team prep areas. You can even attend the official Formula One VIP party.

(PHI PHI ISLANDS) DESIGN PICS INC./ALAMY

cruising thailand’s
Phi Phi islands and (below)
kayaking in Alaska.

NEW DEstINAtIoNs

Visit the cliffs and beaches where Leonardo
DiCaprio filmed The Beach and other Thai
islands on seadream Yacht club’s inaugural voyages to Asia. The 112-passenger
SeaDream II’s itineraries range from 7 to 15
days; a 13-day sailing from Singapore to
Phuket features an overnight in Yangon,
Myanmar
Take on Alaska’s rugged and natural side
with innersea discoveries’ multisport
adventure-travel cruises. Not for the faint of
heart, the 36-passenger Wilderness Adventurer’s eight-day sailings between Ketchikan
and Juneau feature exhilarating rain-forest
and glacier hikes, stand-up paddleboarding,
and full-day kayaking adventures in search of
bears, whales, and other wildlife.
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suite talk

This issue:

SaintMoritz

Ultimate Upgrade
inside our favourite splurge-worthy suites.

Panel discussion: the penthouse dining
and living rooms at the carlton hotel.

Views of the snowcapped Engadine Alps fill the new top-floor penthouse suite at Switzerland’s 60-room carlton
hotel. A private lift whisks guests to the three-bedroom, 386-square-metre suite decked out with five outdoor
terraces, a spacious kitchen, plasma-screen TVs in every room, and a living room with an open fireplace and woodpanelled library. Penthouse perks include butler service, breakfast and dinner daily, Wi-Fi, minibar, spa access, and
shuttle service to the rail station, airport, and Corviglia ski resort.

Venetian
renaissance
Due to reopen 1 February after
a 15-month restoration, Venice’s 91-room Gritti Palace
has received a full back-of-thehouse technology upgrade and
flood basins to protect ground
floors from the annual acqua
alta, or high water. The project
inspired a tip-to-top overhaul
of the fifteenth-century property, including new terrazzo
floors, restored stucco, chandeliers, mirrors and antique
furniture, and, in the top-floor
suites, reupholstered walls.
10
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Flags welcome guests to the
soon-to-be-reopened Gritti Palace’s pier.

reNewal report
1.

Marking its centennial as San Sebastián’s grande
dame, the 136-room hotel Maria cristina unveiled
an 18-months-in-the-making renovation. The US$25
million project restored the art nouveau building’s lofty
ceilings, delicate wall mouldings, and marble pillars and
floors, adding bright Champagne-tinted walls and silvery
curtains. Maintaining the high culinary standards for which
San Sebastián is celebrated, the hotel has introduced an
outpost of Madrid’s haute Chinese restaurant Tse Yang
and serves traditional Basque pintxos, one-bite tapas, with
cocktails at Dry San Sebastián, its Hollywood-inspired bar.

Three high-profile hotels emerge from
makeovers ranging from mini to massive.
1

2

2.

The 128-suite Rosewood Mayakoba just reopened with 18 new family-friendly connecting suites
overlooking either the white-sand beach or mangroveforested lagoons. A newly designated staff storyteller
offers stargazing and stories on the beach for the kids while
parents dine at one of the four remodelled restaurants.

3

3.

From tennis court resurfacing and a new restaurant
to rooms refreshed with beamed ceilings, indoor and
outdoor fireplaces, and patio whirlpools, little was left untouched in the nine-month remodel of Rancho Valencia
near San Diego, California. The 45-acre, 49-casita resort also
gained a fitness centre and 93-square-metre yoga pavilion.
Veladora, its new Mediterranean restaurant, highlights locally
grown produce and offers what’s sure to become the hotel’s
most popular aperitif, prosecco on draught.

From top: A bedroom
at hotel Maria
cristina, Rosewood
Mayakoba’s beachfront suite terrace
and main pool, and
Rancho Valencia’s
Veladora restaurant.

BIKING | WALKING | SELF-GUIDED | CUSTOM

“We never set out to be the biggest travel company
in the world, just the best.” —George Butterfield
In 1966, Butterfield & Robinson pioneered a new way to see places like Puglia in southern Italy: biking
on quiet lanes from one great hotel to another. Today we bike and walk in style all over the planet.

PHOTO: PUGLIA BISTRO BIKING | 5 NIGHTS | US$3,995 PER PERSON

suite talk

starring

clockwise
from top left:
the hotel’s
restaurant,
foyer, and
pool.

role
NEW
HOTEL

ASk Any StAr: the tougheSt chAllenge iS

living up to the hype. Before the 202-room ShangriLa Hotel even opened in Toronto’s entertainment district, it was touted as one of the brightest of a cast that includes
the stately Fairmont Royal York and elegant Ritz-Carlton,
among others. Fittingly, the hotel sold out its first two weeks to
Toronto International Film Festival attendees. Virtuoso Life
took in the city’s latest feature to see what the buzz is about.
Shanghai’s Zhang Huan sets the scene with Rising, a stainless
steel sculpture dotted with “peace pigeons” that soars 21 metres
skyward at the hotel’s entrance. Just inside, live birds twitter
above fish swimming in an indoor stream. A serene escape from
the city, the lobby has a living-room feel that’s warmed by a central fireplace, gray leather chairs and low-slung coffee tables,
potted orchids, and Wang Xuyuan’s paintings inspired by eighteenth-century Peking opera – a taste of the 480 commissioned
pieces found throughout the hotel. It’s an attention-grabbing
entrance. Here’s what makes our highlight reel from the rest:
• Vancouver architect James Cheng and Toronto’s Hariri Pontarini give guests a powerful and graceful orientation on the city:

12
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University Avenue’s lights seem to flow through the hotel’s windows and illuminate its heart.
• Health and fitness amenities include an indoor pool,
whirlpool, sauna, steam rooms, and gym. Need motivation?
Personal trainers offer traditional spin classes, as well as
sessions for yoga, Swiss ball training, core conditioning,
and meditation.
• With walls of Québec-grown oak and bold, blown-glass
chandeliers reminiscent of leafy boughs, Bosk restaurant brings
a forest vibe to dishes such as parsnip agnolotti and Lois Lake
steelhead.
• Three floors of Momofuku next door.
• Miraj Hammam Spa looks to Morocco for inspiration and
traditional hammam and gommage (exfoliation) treatments.
The spa partnered with Caudalie Paris for a host of wine- and
grape-infused scrubs, wraps, and facials.
• The Lobby Lounge’s tea library features 68 handpicked teas
from around the world.
• In-room iPads offer customised programming to navigate
hotel amenities, as well as Toronto.

BOB GUNDU/10 FRAME HANDLES

showtime at the new shangri-la
hotel, toronto. BY LIz FLEMING

WE BELIEVE THE
ROAD LESS

T R AV E L E D
I S N ’ T A RO A D
A T A L L.

Visiting Istanbul

We invite you to discover some of the most fabled destinations on Earth with some of the best fares in history. Enjoy the
luxury and beauty of a Mediterranean or Northern Europe voyage. Book early to enjoy limited-time Book Now Fares in
every category, and begin a new story aboard the World’s Best.
• Book by 28 February 2013 for the best available Book Now fares
• Our fares always include: complimentary gratuities, ﬁne wines, premium spirits, specialty dining from chefs like
Nobu Matsuhisa and so much more
• Most voyages start or end with an overnight port
2013
Date

Days

Destination

Itinerary

Ship

6 Jul
20 Jul
25 Jul
30 Jul
3 Aug

7
10
9
10
7

Mediterranean
Baltic Sea & Russia
Mediterranean
Baltic Sea & Russia
Mediterranean

Istanbul to Rome/Civitavecchia
Stockholm to Copenhagen
Istanbul to Rome/Civitavecchia
Copenhagen to Stockholm
Rome/Civitavecchia to Barcelona

Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony

Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor to book your cruise
aboard the World’s Best and
receive exclusive Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities.

Brochure Per Person
Fares From

Book Now Per Person
Fares From

US$7,390
US$12,700
US$9,700
US$12,700
US$7,590

US$2,750
US$5,245
US$4,175
US$5,245
US$3,385

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made
between 1/1/2013 and 28/2/2013 and include port, security and handling charges of US$255-US$395. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite,
are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events
and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked
into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete
terms and conditions of all offers. ©2013 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

interview

why i travel

ottawa’s Cindy harrison and her family follow the sun.
INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN

o

h, I love Canada,” assures Cindy Harrison, who lives
in Ottawa with her husband, Don Whitney; daughter, Mariah, 17; and son, Gray, 16. “It’s the Canadian
winters I hate.” No wonder the family makes like
geese and heads south with the help of Virtuoso travel advisor Sheila Gallant-Halloran. “Give me the Caribbean, Disney,
Miami, or anywhere warm,” Harrison says. Here’s what she’s
discovered on recent escapes.

“everything about northern California is memorable. San Francisco, Napa, Big Sur, Pebble Beach – that part
of the world doesn’t disappoint.”

“our advisor really made our trip there special
with daily recommendations, free upgrades at nearly every
property, and welcome baskets in all our rooms.”

“lunch at post ranch inn is like seeing Earth from
the clouds.”

“we’ll be drinking heitz Cellar cabernet for a
while. We brought back many bottles, as well as a bottle of
Martha’s Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon that we’re saving
for our 25th anniversary.”

“france and italy are two places we’d love to visit
next. We also take one trip to Disney a year – we’re huge
Disney fans.”

“for a smaller park with fewer crowds and more
opportunities to get on rides, head to Disneyland in Anaheim.
But Orlando’s Disney World is great for variety.”

tip
“if you’re visiting epcot,
make a reservation at
Via napoli ristorante e
Pizzeria – the best pizza
in north America.”

clockwise from top: cindy harrison in
Anguilla, Epcot’s Via Napoli Pizzeria,
and Big sur’s Post Ranch inn.
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(VIA NAPOLI PIzzERIA) DISNEY

– Cindy Harrison

Experience
South Africa in Luxury
aboard The Blue Train
The Blue Train. Its very name has become
synonymous with the ultimate in luxury and
personal service. Visit breathtaking countryside and
savour exquisite freshly-prepared meals and the
finest bed linen.

Book now for 2013 and enjoy a complimentary hotel night to be used pre- or postyour rail journey. You’ll also receive free breakfast and a transfer to or from the rail
station when you stay at the Taj Cape Town or our selected hotel in Pretoria.

private tours by

SM

NEWPORT
INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL
Established in 1986

Virtuoso Exclusive

specialty
tour operator

Must-see
Destinations For

Virtuoso advisors name this year’s most buzzworthy places on the planet.
From a fresh look at old favourites to emerging hot spots,
here are trips and tips for the countries that top their list of recommendations.

TONY LAW/REDUX

by aaron Gulley
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PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

ICELAND
The aurora borealis will shine brighter in 2013 than it has in
50 years, according to NASA, and with its northerly location and
unpolluted night skies, Iceland is one of the best vantages. Iceland
Encounter’s five-day tour immerses visitors in the country’s volatile
landscape with waterfall hikes, a dog-sledding tour through a geyserfilled national park, and nightly soaks in natural hot tubs. “You can
stop over on any Icelandair flight en route to the continent for no
additional charge,” adds Christie Darby, a Raleigh, North Carolinabased advisor.

cold is hot: iceland’s Blue Lagoon.
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Must-see Destinations
Living on the
edge in Bhutan.

cuba on the move.
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BHUTAN
“Bhutan promises happiness,” says Whispering
Pines, North Carolina-based
advisor Elaine Carey. “Who
doesn’t want that?” The
world’s last Buddhist kingdom promotes contentment
and a laid-back vibe by banning the bad (plastic bags,
logging, tobacco) and pursuing the best (the country
pledged to go fully organic).
Greaves Tours’ ten-day itinerary takes in tranquil Himalayan monasteries, hikes on
mountain terraces, and artisanal papermaking and
goldsmithing shops in the
bucolic capital of Thimphu.
MYANMAR
With its government in the
midst of reform, now’s the
time to visit Myanmar
(also known by its colonial
name, Burma). Years of seclusion mean that centuriesold temples are in exquisite

torres del Paine National
Park in Patagonia.

(CUBA) JIM GRAHAM/REDUX, (BHUTAN) FRéDéRIC LAGRANGE,
(CHILE) OCEAN/CORBIS, (ABU DHABI) BERTHOLD STEINHILBER/LAIF/REDUX,

CHILE
Easter Island entices, but
don’t overlook Chile’s
sweep of attractions: the
central valley’s wine country,
the Atacama Desert, Patagonia. Cruceros Australis recently christened the 210-passenger Stella Australis for four-day
whale-watching and glacierspotting cruises through the
Darwin Range. “Chilean
grapes are gaining popularity,” says Liz Lugo, an advisor

in Coronado, California.
“Nothing like a full-bodied
red to help you take in the Patagonian landscape.”

PHOTO
CREDIT
TKTKTK
(MYANMAR)
JEN
JUDGE, (ISTANBUL) JOE PLIMMER

CUBA
Travel to this cloistered Caribbean island deeply rooted
in culture and history has
never been easier. “Cuba is
shaking off its ‘forbidden’
travel reputation in the U.S.,
but it’s still a place for the
experienced traveller,” says
Denver, Colorado-based travel advisor Donna Evans.
Tauck removes the guesswork with its seven-night trip
that includes time with a host
of locals, including a historian who will walk you through
Hemingway’s writings about
the island and a renown-ed
local painter and sculptor.

Abu Dhabi’s Sheikh Zayed
Grand Mosque Center.

Mashpi Rainforest
Biodiversity Reserve,
Ecuador.

One of Myanmar’s
many spiritual sites.

condition, and traditional
attire and customs are intact. “Every traveller is looking for something unspoilt,”
says Atlanta, Georgia-based
advisor Livvy Lipson. “That’s
now Myanmar.” See page 42
for a full report.
Kılıç Ali
Pasha Mosque,
Istanbul

ECUADOR
According to Toronto, Canada-based advisor Denise
Gushue, “In terms of ecotourism, Ecuador is one of
the hottest natural wonders. There’s the Galápagos,
of course, but there’s also
huge biodiversity on the
mainland.” Adventure Associates visits one of the
country’s newest protected
lands, Mashpi Rainforest
Biodiversity Reserve, a
42,000-acre swath of cloud
forest west of Quito with a
high-design lodge at its centre, a network of forest trails,
and a canopy gondola.
TURKEY
With much of the Middle
East still volatile, Turkey
offers a reliable alternative. Istanbul beckons with
exquisite mosques and the
Grand Bazaar bumping up
against wine bars and galleries. Turkey at Its Best’s
nine days in western Turkey delve into history at
Ephesus but also reserves
plenty of time in the capital.
“The whirling dervish ceremonies at Istanbul’s Yenikapı
Mevlevi Monastery offer a
glimpse into Turkey’s mystical side,” says Toronto-based
advisor Janet Camsell.

ABU DHABI
Done Dubai? Consider Abu
Dhabi, the United Arab
Emirates’ stop of choice
these days. Linara Travel’s
six-day trip melds modern
trappings (art-gazing at the
city’s Guggenheim outpost, driving a Formula
One race car) with Arabian
authenticity
(palaces,
mosques, and a bedouininspired desert retreat in
the Empty Quarter). “See a
camel race,” recommends
Dallas, Texas-based advisor Dan Dixon. “It’s even
more prestigious than U.S.
horse racing.”
SPAIN
With the European economic
crisis, hard-hit Spain emerges as a top value. “More travellers are going there for the
food,” says advisor Donna
Padilla of Garden Grove, California. There’s Madrid’s dynamic Mercado de San
Miguel and super-chef Ferran Adrià’s Barcelona tapas
bar 41 Degrees, but the northern wine regions, including
Rioja and the Basque Country, are the true platos del día.
Made for Spain tailors private
travel experiences, including
culinary tours.
BOTSWANA
Having established itself as a
luxe safari destination, this
politically stable southern
African nation is now developing more-affordable options with active itineraries
and rustic-chic camps. African Travel’s ten-day trip
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Must-see Destinations
thailand by train.

the Okavango
delta in Botswana.

takes in the lush Okavango
Delta’s prodigious rhino
and hippo populations by
canoe and stops in the new
Linyanti Reserve. “Weight
restrictions are strict in the
small bush aircraft, so travel
light,” recommends advisor
Tom Jackson of Santa Ana,
California.
Montenegro’s
coastal charms.

THAILAND
After 2010’s short-lived political turbulence, Thailand has
regained its mantle as Southeast Asia’s best tropical
idyll. The seven-day OrientExpress luxury train trip
from Bangkok to Chiang Mai
is a five-star rolling hotel stay
that shows off the country’s
interior and rarely seen landscapes. “Every traveller
should take a cooking class at
Bangkok’s Mandarin Oriental or Chiang Mai’s Four Seasons,” says Chicago, Illinoisbased advisor Leslie Bulluck.
MONTENEGRO
Squeezed along the Adriatic
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coast between Croatia and
Albania, Montenegro is for
in-the-know travellers after a classic European experience – at a fraction of the
cost. “The history is as rich
as Italy’s and the landscape
holds its own with the Greek
Isles,” says New York-based
advisor Julie Danziger. After
exploring Dubrovnik in neighbouring Croatia, Calvados
Club Luxury Travel’s six-day
itinerary wends along Montenegro’s coast, ending at
Aman Sveti Stefan.
PANAMA
“Panama is great for seasoned travellers who have
seen Mexico and Costa
Rica,” says Kristen Fernandez, a New York-based advisor. In the country’s most
fashionable neighbourhood,
the Casco Viejo district of
Panama City, intimate wine
bars and fine-dining restaurants are popping up along
the cobbled lanes in colonial
Spanish buildings. Rico
Tours specialises in custom
itineraries.
KENYA
The original safari destination is shaking off political
malaise with renewed conservation efforts. “Some
travellers postponed their
trips in the past few years,
and now is the time to return,” says advisor Laura
Gable of Solana Beach, California. A host of new small
lodges has expanded game
viewing to outlying regions,
such as Wilderness Safaris’
newly opened Segera on the
empty northwestern Laikipia Plateau.
MALDIVES
Strewn like pearls off India’s tip, the Maldives
continue to draw newcomers with a host of new,
borderline-kooky attractions (think bars, spas,

(SPAIN AND BOTSWANA) INTERSECTION PHOTOS, (MONTENEGRO) STIPE SURAC,
(KENYA) JOHN WARBURTON-LEE/JAI/CORBIS, (MALDIVES) BRUNO COSSA/SIME,
(PANAMA) RADIUS IMAGES/CORBIS

Ysios Wine Estate in
spain’s Basque region.

the call of Kenya.

restaurants, and hotel
rooms – all underwater).
Horizon & Co. ups the exclusivity factor with its
ten-day sailing charter
through the islands, originating in Sri Lanka. “June
is the absolute low season,
which makes it a great time
to go if you want to beat the
crowds” says Sandra Staples, a Folsom, Californiabased advisor.
TANZANIA
With stocks of wildlife as
vast as Kenya’s (and the resulting crowds in its most famous parks), Tanzania is experiencing an uptick in
enterprising operators and
lodges in smaller reserves
and lesser-known regions.
“Dodge the crowds at new,
sophisticated camps in remote parks like Tarangire,
which has masses of elephants, the Mahale Mountains, a chimpanzee sanctuary, and Selous, one of the

largest protected areas on the
continent,” says advisor
Catherine Whitworth of Athens, Georgia. Abercrombie &
Kent serves those locations –
even hard-to-reach Mahale –
with its bespoke trips.

sailing the Maldives.

Panama chic.

MEXICO
After several years of tough
press surrounding drug-related violence, tourism to
Mexico is surging as travellers realise that the risks are
overstated, localised, and
not aimed at foreigners. “Resorts are offering incredible
deals,” says advisor Joanne
Wilson of Jackson, Mississippi. Interest has broadened
from beach escapes to lesser-known interior destinations such as Oaxaca,
Copper Canyon, Chiapas,
and the Yucatán Peninsula.
Journey Mexico’s 13-day
Yucatán itinerary includes
kayaking and bird-watching
in the Sian Ka’an Biosphere
Reserve, tours of centuries-
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Must-see Destinations
A chimpanzee
sanctuary in
tanzania.

old ruins at Uxmal and Chichén Itzá, and snorkelling
the secluded Caribbean
coast near Puerto Morelos.

MOROCCO
Once the realm of backpackers, Morocco now
brims with luxe oases. Says
Raleigh, North Carolinabased advisor Lynne Adams, “The most exciting
thing going is the hot-air
balloon trips over the Marrakech desert. You float
over the vast plain with an
Atlas Mountains backdrop.”
Mountain Voyage’s 12-day
tour spends several days in
Marrakech before looping
to the imperial city of Fès
and the laid-back fishing
port of Essaouira.
COLOMBIA
Savvy travellers know that
Colombia is safe, but because many people (erroneously) believe it’s not, you
won’t find tourist throngs
on Metropolitan Touring’s
seven-day loop. There’s café
culture in Bogotá and empty
Caribbean strands up north,
but the country’s enduring
draw – and rightly so – is the
steamy, colourful, colonial
UNESCO World Heritage
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Back to nature
in the Yucatán.

Morocco’s imperial city.

site of Cartagena, the centrepiece of the trip.
VIETNAM
Though Hanoi up north and
Ho Chi Minh City in the
south merit stops, the country’s midsection is the destination du jour as a boom of
hotels, resorts, and golf
courses hits the coast from
Hue to Hoi An. Exotissimo
Travel’s ten-day cycling
journey investigates Vietnam’s centre, with tours of
Hue’s ancient imperial ruins, exploration of Hoi An’s
silk houses, and a lazy day
on Nha Trang’s mellow
beaches. Notes Chicagobased advisor Tim Krenzien:
“Once there, with all the
quick flights in the region,
there’s no excuse for not
tacking on a trip to Cambodia or Laos.”
CHINA
“Shanghai, Beijing, and Hong
Kong are all worthy of a few
days, but it’s important to
get beyond the cities for
an authentic China experience,” counsels advisor Karyn Farr of La Jolla, California. Abercrombie and Kent’s
Yangtze Passage with an optional stay in Hong Kong

covers it all, with stops in the
country’s two marquee megalopolises, visits to iconic
heritage sites like the Great
Wall and Xi’an’s Terracotta
Warriors, and a four-day
cruise on board the Yangzi
Explorer through the Yangtze River’s remote and rugged Three Gorges.

tall transport in cambodia.

(MOROCCO, MEXICO, CAMBODIA) ESTOCKPHOTO, (TANzANIA) ANUP SHAH/CORBIS

CAMBODIA
Travelling to Cambodia has
never been easier, with
quick-stop commuter flights
serving every hub in the region, newly poured highways now linking all major
tourist stops, and international hoteliers pushing beyond Angkor. “The number
of five-star hotels and deluxe
tour operators has exploded,” says Fort Worth, Texasbased advisor Lewis Gibbons. The newest is Song Saa
Private Island, a year-old resort with overwater bungalows on the untouched
coastline near Thailand.

(CHINA) GETTY IMAGES, (COLOMBIA) ESTOCKPHOTO,
(BELIzE) MICHAEL SEWELL/GETTY IMAGES, (VIETNAM) MACDUFF EVERTON/CORBIS
(INDIA) DMITRY RUKHLENKO/IMAGE SOURCE/CORBIS, (INDONESIA) JUSTIN GUARIGLIA/REDUX

INDONESIA
Everyone’s favourite Asian
island, Bali, is renewing itself with a host of new resorts on the wild south and
east coasts. Remote Lands
personalises trips on the island (and throughout Indonesia), from a traditional
feast at a Balinese palace
to batik-making lessons.
“Splurge for a couple of
nights at Amanwana,” suggests Plainview, New Yorkbased advisor Lisa Mazzillo,
who points out that it’s just a
short flight to Moyo Island.
“There’s unrivalled snorkelling and waterfall hikes, and
the seaplane flight alone is
an experience.”

china’s three Gorges.

Rain-forest resident
in Belize.

BELIZE
Like Costa Rica minus the
crowds, Belize is the place
to channel your inner Raiders of the Lost Ark. Over seven
days with Big Five Tours
and Expeditions, ride horses
while exploring the ruins of
a Mayan city, hike through
the jungle, glide through
underground caverns, and
snorkel on a World Heritage
site reef. “Placencia, on the
central coast, has beaches
and sunsets that rival Hawaii’s, yet few people have
heard of it,” says advisor Betty Morganti of Newton
Square, Pennsylvania.
INDIA
“India has done a great job
in recent years of adding
luxury travel options around
the country,” says North
Carolina advisor Elaine
Carey. For venturing beyond Rajasthan and the
north, this year’s hottest
trip might be &Beyond India’s 11-day Kerala tour,
which samples Kochi’s
Dutch and Portuguese palaces before easing into rural
life on a boutique riverboat
hotel.

colorful cartagena.

Vietnamese silk lanterns.

Kerala’s tea plantations.

indonesian
batik-making.
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SEVEN SHIPS. SEVEN CONTINENTS.
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.

Mediterranean Majesty
You are cordially invited to experience
the extraordinary. The World of Silversea.

EXPLORE THE JEWELS OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN ABOARD OUR
LUXURIOUS AND INTIMATE SHIPS.
Easily navigating the tiny islands and hugging the
coastline, we will transport you to the places you’ve

VIRTUOSO VOYAGER CLUB SAILINGS
VOYAGE

DATE

DAYS FROM /TO

FARES FROM

SILVER CLOUD – 296 GUESTS
1324

26 Aug

9

Monte Carlo to Athens (Piraeus)

us$3,950

1326

16 Sep

12

Istanbul to Athens (Piraeus)

us$5,150

1328

7 Oct

9

Rome (Civitavecchia) to Nice

us$3,850

dreamed of. And thanks to our Italian heritage we

SILVER WIND – 296 GUESTS

can show you these lands as only an insider can.

2321

8 Jul

9

Rome (Civitavecchia) to Venice

us$4,150

2324

2 Aug

7

Round Trip Barcelona

us$3,150

Select from combinable voyages of 7–16 days from

2332

12 Oct

12

Rome (Civitavecchia) to Athens (Piraeus)

us$4,950

February to November 2013, with seldom repeated

2333

24 Oct

10

Athens (Piraeus) to Barcelona

us$4,050

itineraries. Virtuoso Voyager Club Fares from
us$2,550

per person.

silversea.com

SILVER SPIRIT – 540 GUESTS
5322

26 Jul

9

Venice to Athens (Piraeus)

us$4,350

5330

26 Sep

7

Round Trip Istanbul

us$4,150

5332

15 Oct

9

Athens (Piraeus) to Venice

us$4,050

5334

2 Nov

7

Rome (Civitavecchia) to Barcelona

us$2,850

Venetian Society guests enjoy an additional 5% savings.
Fares are based on double occupancy, are correct at time of going to print and may rise as
the sailing date approaches. Terms & Conditions apply.

A WORLD OF INCLUSIONS
• Intimate ships from 296 to 540 guests
• All ocean-view suites, over 85% with
private verandas
• Butler service for every suite,
every guest
• Complimentary wine, Champagne
and spirits
• Extraordinary staff to guest ratio of
nearly one to one
• In-suite bar and refrigerator with your
beverage preferences
• Open-seating restaurant with menu
selections by Relais & Châteaux
• A choice of speciality restaurants
• Included gratuities
• Transportation into town (most ports)

For a copy of Silversea’s Mediterranean brochure or to book your ocean view suite on Silversea’s
worldwide voyages or Expedition voyages please contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.
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POLAR BEARS, HORNED WHALES, AND sEA ICE FOR
KILOMETRES: BUNDLE UP FOR ADVENTURE IN THE
MIKE BEEDELL

H IGH CANADIAN ARCTIC. BY JUSTIN PAUL.
in the shadow of greatness:
Base camp in the canadian Arctic.
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IT´S A LONG , LONG WAY TO POND INLET, A HARDsCRABBLE HAMLET
Life on the edge: Male
narwhals search for
cod. Opposite: A polar
bear and kayakers
seek wildlife, and curious belugas emerge
from the deep.
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on a knuckle of Baffin Island in Canada’s northernmost province, Nunavut. Our
group made the trek for a variety of reasons. They range from the straightforward –
an Australian lift repairman’s previous polar discovery that “I like ice,” and subsequent decision to seek it out at both ends of the earth – to the truly life-changing, as
in the case of a Pilates instructor from Singapore, who used the prospect of snorkelling with narwhals to force herself through swim lessons and overcome her lifelong
fear of water. For a family of six from Toronto, it’s one of an impressive lineup of summer holidays introducing the kids to as many cultures and settings as possible. The
excitement of outfitter Arctic Kingdom’s expedition-style safari connected us, and
as we’re briefed on what’s in store for the next few days, we take stock of the team.
“Lancaster Sound is one of the richest Arctic habitats in the world, with the highest numbers of polar bears and whales,” expedition leader Mike Beedell says of our
area. Few know it better: Mike sailed the Northwest Passage by Hobie Cat for National

(NARWHALS) PAUL NICKLEN/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC STOCK, (BEAR) MIKE BEEDELL,
(BELUGAS) DOUG ALLAN/GETTY IMAGES

H EY SaY TOO mUCH SUN BRINGS ON
odd behaviour. On day four of 24-hour daylight, Hawaiian
shirts and bikinis materialise. A kite flutters. A couple listens
to hydrophones and casts stares across the bay. On the plush
caribou-skin rug serving as a beach blanket, a faux photo shoot
breaks out with nary a parka in sight.
I’m kayaking a mile or so off a Canadian ice floe, resting on
subfreezing seawater just within earshot of the hoots and hollers from onshore shenanigans, when I go in. Splash. No more
sounds from the beach, just quiet and numbness and black. I’ve
come to snorkel with Arctic unicorns, but instead of narwhals,
a spectral shimmer flashes beneath in the deeps. Again and again. Closer and closer.
And then things get strange.
“They’re right under us!” I yell to my companion, who’s strapping on fins and
preparing to roll in. Dozens of belugas have swum into our path, noticed us, and
decided to play. In a man-overboard situation at 73 degrees north, the last thing
I’m thinking about is getting back in the boat.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK
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tip
“Arctic Kingdom’s clothing package keeps you warm, but pack a pair
of skintight gloves so you can take
photos when it’s cold.”
– Virtuoso traveller
Cornelius Waldner, Calgary

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

Racing across a
clean sheet of ice and
(opposite) chillaxing
on narwhal turf.

Geographic and spent four months circumnavigating Bylot Island by sea kayak. Like
many polar guides, he has experience at both ends of the earth, but when it comes to
which he prefers, it’s no contest. “Antarctica has higher concentrations of wildlife, but
the Arctic is more accessible, and Inuit culture puts a human stamp on the land – plus it
has nanuq, the ice bear.”
Arctic holidays have come a long way from the days of ice beards and butane stoves.
Diving expeditions, custom trips with helicopters and hot-air balloons, and yoga retreats now join lodge-based polar bear and whale safaris, itineraries tracking the
caribou migration, and more cruise options than ever to explore Svalbard, Greenland, and the Northwest Passage – even the North Pole. On the great travel-trend
timeline, we have arrived at the sweet spot where the quality of adventures and true
wilderness freedom intersect, and it’s not one to squander.
“As the Arctic becomes the centre of research and attention for issues like climate
change and oil exploitation, we’ll see more and more restrictions on where and when
we can travel,” explains Lisa Trotter, the expedition leader on Lindblad Expeditions’
new Greenland-to-Baffin Island cruise. “We’re already seeing this to a certain extent.”
After slip-sliding our way across Pond Inlet’s icy beach to load komatiks (traditional
Inuit sledges), we stash our gear, find a seat in the rear of each sledge, and hold on. At
first glance, the chariots appear ramshackle contraptions – plywood boxes lashed atop
pallets on runners pulled behind snowmobiles. But in truth, the humblest komatik endures more abuse in one trip than most safari Land Rovers see in a lifetime.
See, sea ice isn’t flat. Equally surprising, we quickly discover that much of its surface
during the thaw isn’t ice at all. Potholes, melt ponds, and crusty wind ridges litter our
three-foot-thick highway, making for continuous bumping and bracing. Cracks more
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than a couple of metres wide yield great photo ops: After unclipping from the sledges,
guides rev their snowmobiles for a long running start to hydroplane across rifts stretching up to nine metres wide. The stakes if one fails or catches a ski edge: a US$12,000
machine hundreds of metres below on the ocean floor, and one extremely cold Inuit.
Once across, guides pull the sledges over with either the yank of a snowmobile or, on
the largest crack, by means of an ice island floating in the fissure, and we set off on our
way. “It’s like sitting on an exercise ball for six hours,” my co-passenger says while wobbling on his stool toward the end of the journey. Suddenly, off in the distance, a row of
orange tents pierces the tin-gray horizon with a luminaria’s glow.
We dub our camp the “Iceberg Palace,” and its looks border on fairy-tale kingdom.
Three bergs loom within a few minutes’ walk, part of a dozen-strong convoy anchored
like Greenland-flagged cargo ships waiting to unload. Slushy reflecting pools stretch
to the horizon in one direction and to Bylot Island’s stark granite bird cliffs in the other.
Our Palace grounds contain a mix of sleeping tents with kerosene heaters, a yurtlike
dining tent/lounge, and another with restrooms and hot showers. Leashed up on the
perimeter, a Canadian Eskimo dog we come to know as the Toughest Dog Ever stands
sentry on bare ice 24/7.
“He’s not a pet; he’s a working dog,” Mike tells one of the kids from Toronto while
explaining its role as camp bear alarm. After dinner and a brief rundown of rules, although it looks to be about three in the afternoon, we conk out on cots atop the world’s
largest water bed.

(SNORKELING) MIKE BEEDELL

BREAKFAST, NOT SUNRISE , SIGNALS A NEW DAY AND PROVIDES THE

first glimpse of a gourmet trend unexpected at any camp. Fruit, freshly baked muffins,
bacon, omelets, made-to-order eggs – inconceivably unbroken on the journey out – and
other daily specials such as pancakes or crepes join an ever-present thermos of coffee.
Lunches and dinners follow with scratch-made soups ranging from carrot ginger to
mushroom to a spicy tomato that disappears as soon as its temperature drops below
scalding. One day the chef accompanies us to the floe edge for a barbecue. Others, he
packs us a picnic lunch and stays back to sear lamb chops, roast beef, and bake brownies
served warm with berries for dinner. Thankfully the locavore trend hasn’t hit here yet –
seal jerky, anyone? No doubt our fresh asparagus travelled farther than half the group.
The chief difference between African and Arctic safaris becomes clear at the floe
edge. No, not the temperature, which
ranges from just below freezing to
the low 10s during the height of summer. Rather, instead of driving across
the savanna until you find wildlife, as
in Africa, Arctic adventures are more
hurry-up-and-wait. You zip out to the
“line of life,” the floe-edge feeding zone
for birds, bears, and numerous types of
whales, then hand the keys over to nature. Plopped down on beach chairs, we
twist coffee mugs into the slush and tune
in to hydrophones for that hit with a seal
chorus, whale of a bass line, and the taptap-tap announcing “I am the walrus”
far below. You can wait half a day for little
more than peaceful contemplations or
five minutes for a story you’ll tell all your
life. Our second excursion to the edge
brings the latter.
After crossing numerous bear tracks,
guides pick a spot for the day, and
we soon see the second polar bear of the
trip. The tiny vanilla-coloured creature
is kilometres off, unlike the one that
swam up and climbed out on the floe

.
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edge 18 metres from the party the week before. Narwhals pass, followed by a
group of belugas – typically a rare sight on trips from Pond Inlet, but common this
year due to an unseasonably large ice floe. The surface goes quiet for hours except
for rafts of king eider ducks and other waterfowl, so when a bowhead whale heads
our way, the shark biologist on holiday with us from Berlin runs for his dry suit
and swims off for a close encounter. Soon after, a few of us squeeze into our rented
suits and join him.
Water trickles into the gloves and hood, the only parts not sealed by the suit,
but a quick look down takes the chill off. Beneath the surface, a city bustles. Belugas crane their necks owl-like to get a load of the ungainly aliens that dropped into
their world. Kicking your fins increases their curiosity and at times lures them almost within arm’s reach. Swim left and the whales bend left; turn right and they
curl that way. Drifting in ecstasy, I watch one position itself beneath me, purse its
mouth Casper-like, and smile out a bubble ring that percolates up between us to
break across my chest. A little later narwhals join the mix – playful but wilier. One
slows enough for me to swim with it for a while, then leads me headlong into an
iceberg. All that’s missing is a boing with a cartoon circle of stars or bluebirds as
the narwhal dips away.
There is Veuve Clicquot at camp that night, bootlegged in by the expedition
director on an otherwise dry trip to toast a very good day. After dinner, an elder
guide recounts the oral history of his 60-plus years – the hardships, the Hudson’s
Bay Company fur-trading days, and the perseverance and success in one of the
world’s most unforgiving environments. A postdinner stroll around the icebergs
keeps things going until well after midnight, summer solstice blazing away.

Arctic traditions: sensible, and (below) not
so much. Opposite:
King eider ducks.
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light like some sort of revivalist converts: blaring and brassy on a clear midday;
cool, blue, and aloof under clouds; warm and soft-shadowed during the sun’s
nadir. It makes some babble clichés, and it’s quick to burn those who forget it.
A day later and dollars’ worth of sunblock shorter, it dawns on me that one of
the contrasts between this trip and other Arctic options is that, in large part,
you choose your own adventure. Just want to unplug and get lost in a novel?
Head over to that quiet finger of ice and spend the day; you’ll be interrupted
only when wildlife swims by. How about those ringed seals a good ways off?
Grab a guide and go see how
close you can sneak up before
they bob their heads and slide
into their hole. Camera tips?
Mike, the expedition leader,
is a well-published photographer; he’ll happily share advice on filters, shutter speeds,
mirror reflections, and more.
During our five days on the
ice it seems that, as long as
they’re safe, most requests
are answered “Let’s go” –
which explains the sea kayak
the biologist and I are preparing to climb back into and
paddle ashore. After proposing the idea that we head off
to snorkel with whales that
appeared mere dots in our
binoculars, and after proving near the floe edge that we
could both slip out and back
in without flipping the kayak,
we got the go-ahead.

(SWIMMING) MIKE BEEDELL, (DUCKS) MICHELLE VALBERG, (MAP) JAMES NOEL SMITH

TRAVELLERS OFTEN TALK ABOUT sEEINg THE ARCTIC SUMMER

Beat, with hands still chilled to the bone, we step back
on the ice and find that the group has an exciting manoverboard tale with pale creatures of their own. Seems the
big-talking 15-year-old followed through on his threat to
join the polar bear club, sans dry suit. The expedition director even jumped with him – in small part for peer pressure,
but largely in case shock rendered the teen unable to swim
back ashore.
Was it worth it? What is it about this icy end of the earth
that lures men, women, and children so easily out of their
comfort zones? Perhaps pride for the high schooler, but
beneath that, for him and the rest of us, it’s the unspoken
pact with nature that’s sealed with a parka’s zip: top-of-theworld adventure and, if you’re game, a story only you and
the narwhal can tell.

baBY, IT´s Cold OuTsI dE
COSY UP TO THE ARCTIC WITH ADVENTURES FROM SVALBARD TO ALASKA.

Arctic Kingdom reigns in the upper latitudes with quick
Arctic getaways and longer adventures that range from
diving beneath icebergs and sailboat circumnavigations
of Svalbard to polar bear, whale, and caribou safaris.
The eight-day Pond Inlet trip includes five days camping
on the ice and is one of many options focused on polar
bears and narwhals – or you can customise a private
departure with helicopters and a hot-air balloon.

Get to know the European Arctic on Abercrombie &
Kent’s 15-day trip from Oslo to Reykjavík. The 264-passenger Le Boréal departs Spitsbergen to explore the
Svalbard archipelago with excursions to a seventeenthcentury whaling station and outings to spot polar bears,
musk ox, and walrus. The route cruises along Greenland’s remote east coast, then turns south for Iceland’s
glaciers and fjords with village visits along the way.

Explore Baffin Bay from the 148-passenger National
Geographic Explorer on Lindblad Expeditions’ new
cruise between Kangerlussuaq,
Greenland, and Iqaluit, Canada. The
17-day itinerary includes visits to
Inuit villages on Greenland’s west
coast, Zodiac wildlife excursions in
Lancaster Sound and south Baffin
Island, and tundra hikes in search of
caribou and other wildlife.

Natural habitat Adventures offers numerous sub-Arctic
polar bear adventures from Churchill, Manitoba – aka
the “polar bear capital of the world” –
including a nine-day trip to sea kayak
with belugas and search for caribou, arctic foxes, and snowy owls,
as well as bears. Dry suits can be
arranged for those hoping to snorkel
with whales.

The 184-passenger Hanseatic
serves as home for horizon &
co.’s 25-day cruise from Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, to Nome, Alaska (full trip: 28 days from Hanover,
Germany, to Vancouver, Canada).
The ship calls at Pond Inlet before
entering the Northwest Passage
for polar bear- and whale-watching
and visits to local communities.

Travellers on Entrée canada’s
seven-day photo safari fly from
Churchill to a wilderness lodge
for close viewing of bears and
other Hudson Bay wildlife. Fall
departure dates mean photographers get a good shot at seeing the
northern lights, and unlike many
lodge-based polar bear safaris,
this one uses no tundra buggies –
all encounters are on foot.
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the Sea Cloud under
sail and (opposite)
crew members.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

on BoArd A VintAge SAiling yAcht,
A MediterrAneAn VoyAge through greece And
turkey turnS BAck tiMe – And turnS heAdS.
BY KiM BROWN sEELY

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER FRANK EDWARDS
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“Too bad they don’t need any extra help!” someone quips as
the sail crew hits the rope ladders.
“I was thinking about it,” another passenger replies, pausing
for effect. “But I had wine at lunch.”

e’re not going to BreAk Any

speed records,” says Tom O’Brien,
our expedition leader, gauging the
wind and the complex web of lines
and masts soaring above us, which
support almost an acre of sail
stretching 54 metres into the sky.
“But what a joy to have a beautiful
day of light sailing!”
While O’Brien explains the nautical basics of our 109-metre,
square-rigged yacht, Sea Cloud, his voice projecting through
a speaker system, my 49 fellow passengers are finishing up an
alfresco lunch complete with local feta and fish freshly caught
from the harbour in Bodrum, Turkey, we’ve left just minutes
before. Now – with 26 of Sea Cloud’s 30 sails unfurled against a
pale blue sky – we’re cutting across the Aegean toward Greece’s
Cyclades Islands.

it’S dAy three of A SeVen-dAy lindBlAd exPeditionS

cruise through the eastern Mediterranean, and my husband and
I are falling fast for the romance of Sea Cloud, built in 1931 for
Wall Street businessman E.F. Hutton and cereal heiress Marjorie Merriweather Post. It was, at the time, the largest privately
owned sea-going yacht in the world. Unlike most great sailing
ships of the 1920s and ’30s, Sea Cloud has survived more than
half a century – last year undergoing a refurbishment so spendy
its German owners don’t disclose the amount. Today its white
hull shimmers, its honeyed teak gleams, and outfitters such as
Lindblad are redefining its elegant spaces with a sense of ease
and adventure.

2.

1.

4.

3.
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Earlier in the week, we’d landed in Istanbul ahead of the
group and met up with guides from Virtuoso on-site tour operators Nurdan’s United Travel Services and Sea Song. We
ricocheted from one sight to the next (Hagia Sophia, Blue
Mosque, Topkapi Palace) and took a private boat ride up the
Bosphorus, which divides Istanbul between Europe on one
side and Asia on the other. We’d rendezvoused with Lindblad
representatives at the Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at Sultanahmet, flown south to Izmir, then strolled back in time at
Ephesus (Anatolia’s most densely populated city in the first
and second centuries, now a remarkable site containing the
eastern Mediterranean’s largest collection of Roman ruins)
before boarding the ship in Kusadasi.
“You’d better stop right here so I can snap a photo of you and
your yacht,” my husband says on the Kusadasi dock, grinning,
as we approach Sea Cloud with its delicate filigree of tall masts
guarding the harbour. We can’t believe how graceful it is.

On board, things get even better: There is the rich patina
of beautifully aged teak decks, mahogany benches, art deco
light fixtures, just-polished brass. I’d wondered whether a
sailing ship from the 1930s might feel musty or cramped, but
have to laugh at myself the minute we see our light-filled cabin. It has two single beds made up with linens custom woven
for Sea Cloud in Germany, a marble bathroom with elegant
fixtures, and large picture windows. None of the staterooms
have balconies, but since the ship is so intimate, with teak
decks just steps from each cabin, you don’t miss them.
Departing from Kusadasi, our route follows the Turkish coast to Bodrum, then crosses the Aegean, circling
through the Cyclades Islands to Athens. The itinerary is
billed as a journey to the home of Western civilisation,
“sailing through millennia of human history.” It is, and we
are. But in addition to the classic history-and-ruins tour,
we have Turkey on one side (which has seen unprecedented

5.

7.

1. Acres of sails.
2. istanbul’s hagia
sophia as seen from
the Four seasons
hotel istanbul at
sultanahmet. 3. the
Library of celsus
in Ephesus. 4. An
onboard gauge.
5. Zipping through
Bodrum. 6. charting
a course. 7. An afternoon cruise through
the cyclades.

6.
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economic growth in the last decade, but also the loss of its
democratic institutions, with more religious restriction imposed on people) and Greece on the other (barely hanging
on to the euro by a thread).
Given the region’s current geopolitical clime, visiting its ancient ruins feels oddly reassuring. As Nobel laureate Orhan
Pamuk wrote of Istanbul, “The remains of a glorious past civilisation are everywhere visible,” but he may as well have been
writing about all of Turkey or, for that matter, Greece. If the
daily headlines in our shipboard news briefs are sobering, with
Europe’s economies contracting and plans for even tougher austerity budgets, going ashore to delve into the past at the Temple
of Apollo or The Bodrum Museum of Underwater Archaeology
has a way of reminding everyone that all great civilisations are
transitory. And, for that matter, so are we.
A WArM WhiSPer of A BreeZe hAd Been BloWing tWo

days earlier when I’d stepped onto the deck, poured a cup of
coffee, and settled into a teak lounge chair. The boat vibrated
softly from the engine’s low hum, and cottony cumuli floated

against a blue morning sky. Our wake, sinuous as a ribbon, unspooled across the sea. I heard a rustle overhead and stared up
at a spiderweb of ropes and standing rigging. Suddenly, 18 sailors began climbing aloft like spider-men (and women), then
inching out along the yardarms. I held my breath.
“It’s like choreography,” a fellow passenger mused, equally
mesmerised.
Unlike modern clipper ships, Sea Cloud is still sailed almost
entirely by humans, which means the deck crew has to sidestep
to the very end of the yardarms, supported
only by thin wires dangling 15, 30, 45 metres
over the sea. No matter how often we watched
this aerial ballet, it never failed to amaze.
At 8 o’clock sharp the captain ordered the
sails unfurled. They fell open, caught the wind,
and billowed out like great white wings. It was
time for breakfast in the oak-panelled dining
room: made-to-order blueberry pancakes,
Greek yogurt, an array of fresh fruits, eggs, and
pastries. Heaven! No wonder Marjorie loved
life afloat.
As the days drift by, we ease into the rhythm
of cruising, which includes lectures by our
onboard historian and naturalist, daily excursions to archaeological sites, and de rigueur
evening cocktails. When we return from day
four’s explorations (to the island of Santorini,
where we bump up against too many tourists
in too few alleys but also enjoy a taverna lunch
with a parade of small plates: fresh tomato and
feta salads drizzled in olive oil, minty meatballs with fava bean puree, fried green tomatoes, and, for dessert, orange cake and tiny
cups of strong coffee), about 20 of us slip into
the sea for a swim. The water is a refreshing 20
degrees and so salty we bob like corks, as buoyant as our spirits.
With JuSt one dinner SeAting, We’re

soon on a first-name basis with half the boat.
Our lunch and dinner companions include a
pair of retired foreign correspondents from
Montana, an Emmy Award-winning news
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clockwise from
top left: santorini
scene, crew members at work, Sea
Cloud fare, and dining room preparation. Opposite: Sea
Cloud officers.
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the island
of Folégandros. Right:
Marjorie’s
stateroom.

tip
“on a Sea Cloud sailing, don’t miss
the last night of entertainment, provided by the deck crew. they not only
sing sea chanteys but also mix with
guests to answer questions about
life on board and up on the rigging.”
– Michelle Bemis, travel
advisor, McClean, Virginia

producer from London, the owner of the largest privately held
company in Australia and his bon-vivant companion, plus a
sprinkling of professors and lawyers. It’s a well-travelled bunch.
Many have always dreamed of sailing on Sea Cloud; others came
for the Mediterranean route. But whether we meet over dinner in the oak-panelled dining room (foie gras, grilled scallops,
beef tenderloin in port wine jus, chocolate-passion fruit délice,
followed by coffee, tea, and pralines) or an outdoor buffet on the
Lido Deck, the mood is easy and relaxed.
Several of Sea Cloud’s crew have sailed aboard the ship for
decades, their warm personalities adding to the welcoming vibe.
Request a gin and tonic once at the Lido Bar, and Bebot the bartender remembers your drink. Feel like hanging out on the open
bridge while the officers chart a course? Captain Vladimir Pushkarev greets you personally.
One night, Fred (a Californian who’s booked E.F. Hutton’s
original stateroom) hosts a cocktail party and invites a bunch of
us over.
“Good evening, Hutton!” my husband quips when Fred opens
the door.
Everyone inspects the secret panel in the room’s knotty pine
vestibule (E.F. liked to entertain lady friends on the sly, rumor
has it), the white marble fireplace, the generous marble bath
with its big walk-in closet, while Fred, dressed in shorts and flipflops, passes around a tray of canapés.
Another night, our expedition leaders give a talk on the origins of the Post fortune and Marjorie’s role in the company. An
only child (used to attending board meetings with her father by
the time she was 11), Marjorie was “too much woman for most
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men to handle,” they joke. Hutton (husband number two) and
Post designed the Sea Cloud completely to her liking; when it
was complete, the ship spent at least nine months of the year at
sea, taking the couple anywhere they wanted to go until their divorce in 1935.
Sailing on as Marjorie’s beloved yacht, Sea Cloud witnessed
history from the serious (entertaining royalty and being used
on foreign diplomatic missions) to the sordid: In 1955, Post sold
the ship to Rafael Trujillo, head of the Dominican Republic, who
used it as a houseboat and hub for various illicit activities until
his assassination in 1961.
After the talk, everyone troops down the winding staircase to
tour the Huttons’ ten original cabins before dinner. A festive air
pervades, like an open house: We marvel over Marjorie’s Louis
XIV-inspired all-white bed, all-white panelling, palatial white
marble bathroom with its golden swan fixtures, and original
white dressing table. “We were afraid to eat the strawberries in
our welcome basket,” the couple from Chicago who are staying
in the cabin joke amid the over-the-top whiteness.
By the fifth dAy, A full dAy At SeA, PeoPle Settle into

different corners of the decks with their iPads and novels. Even
with all sails up, there’s plenty of room for 50 of us to spread out
in either sun or shade. I’d worried we might grow bored not going
ashore, but the day is delicious – like an interlude from another era.
Robyn, the ship’s historian, gives a lecture on Greek gods. Sharon,
our naturalist, gives a talk on olive oil. The crew raises all the sails
one last time for us – the flying jib, the royal staysail, the skysail,
even the rarely used gaff-rigged spanker sail. It’s stunning.

At one point I glance up from my book and see a 15-metre
yacht off the starboard beam. Everyone aboard is astride the
rail, snapping Sea Cloud photos.
We anchor later just off the Greek island of Delos and early
the next morning are the first people ashore. One of the most
important archaeological sites in the Mediterranean, Delos is an
arid, almost uninhabited island blanketed with ruins. Founded
as a place of worship in about 1000 bc, it was the sacred centre
of the Cycladic world, a pilgrimage point considered to be the
birthplace of Apollo and Artemis. Now you have to be strategic to get there before all the day-trippers from neighbouring
Mykonos. Captain Pushkarev nails it. Incredibly, we have the
place to ourselves.
Stepping past piles of stone and marble figures that have
stood for centuries, our ship’s doctor says, “I wonder what will
survive from our civilisation?”
“Plastic bags,” someone replies.
While the rest of the group gathers round our garrulous Greek
guides, earbuds in place, my husband and I scramble ahead,
making our way past tumbled ruins toward what’s known as the
Sanctuary of Apollo and Artemis, atop the highest peak. We pass
fragments of figures from eons past, then start climbing stone
steps through fragrant scrub and ancientness. A light breeze
blows off the sea.

Floating
off the
coast of
turkey.

When we reach the ridgetop, we wander in opposite directions. A jet from Athens roars overhead, then silence settles in
again. Turning full circle, I can see infinite views of the place
where sea meets sky. There is an otherworldly quality to the
landscape, with small rock islands floating in the blue – and Sea
Cloud floats next to one of them, sacred in its own way.

the eastern Med by sea and by land.

GO Lindblad Expeditions’ Sea
Cloud sails the caribbean this
summer with eight-day cruises
between Barbados, the grenadines, dominica, Bequia, and
Saint lucia. the 58-passenger
ship then returns to the Mediterranean for 9- to 12-day trips
along the dalmatian coast, and
between turkey and greece,
exploring the cyclades islands
and harnessing the ionian, Adriatic, and Aegean winds. historians and naturalists accompany
each expedition; this season, a
lindblad-national geographic
certified photo instructor also
joins each voyage.

Since lindblad’s eastern Mediterranean itineraries aboard
the Sea Cloud start or end
with an included night each in
istanbul and rome, it’s worth
arriving early or extending your
trip to explore the cities if you
haven’t already. in istanbul, we
took a private boat ride up the
Bosphorus organised through

Nurdan’s United travel
services, then continued on
with our guide through the Blue
Mosque, topkapi Palace, and
the grand Bazaar. sea song
tours arranged for a wonderful
guide to lead us on a tour of the
hagia Sophia. in each case, our
guides made all the difference
in maximising our short time in
this complex and beautiful city.
STAY Four seasons hotel

istanbul at sultanahmet is
an intimate 65-room hotel in
the old city, just a few minutes’ walk from hagia Sophia
and the Blue Mosque. With
exceptional service, spacious
guest rooms, and breakfast
served in a flower-filled courtyard, it’s hard to believe that a
century ago this building was
the notoriously harsh Sultanahmet prison.
Set in the chic nisantasi neighbourhood, the 90 rooms at
Park hyatt istanbul Maçka

Palas have dark wood panelling
and historical photos, along
with twenty-first-century
touches such as espresso
makers and iPod docks. Some
rooms come with a private
turkish bath.
Shangri-la’s first hotel in turkey, the shangri-La Bosphorus, istanbul is set to open in
early 2013, with 169 rooms and
17 suites overlooking the Bosphorus. in the Besiktas district
on istanbul’s european side,
the hotel is convenient to the
Atatürk cultural center
and next to the famed
dolmabahçe Palace and
naval Museum.

during an 11-day sailing,
Regent seven seas cruises’
700-passenger Seven Seas
Mariner plies the Mediterranean
between Venice and istanbul
with stops in dubrovnik,
croatia, and kotor, Montenegro,
as well as at ports throughout turkey and
café culture
greece .

on Athens’
Mnisikleous
street and
(top) Park
hyatt Maçka
Palas.

MORE CRUISING

silversea cruises’
13-day sailing from Piraeus (Athens) to istanbul
on board the 296-passenger Silver Wind detours to
egypt with calls in Alexandria and Port Said.
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Myanmar opens the door to
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Old Asia.

l

SENT
BY AARON GULLEY

Big in Bagan: twelfth-century
sulamani temple (right) at dawn.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEN JUDGE
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O

n a drizzly day

in a Yangon market, in a gallery so cramped with bright canvases
that they tumble off the walls into cheerful stacks, 25-year-old
art dealer Taw Win is struggling – again – to sell a painting. I’ve
chosen a pair of two-metre-tall impressionistic street scenes,
and we’ve settled on a price of around US$1,000. The problem is
that, like most travellers, I carry limited cash, and because of the
decades-old economic sanctions on Myanmar, Taw Win can’t
accept credit.
Scenes like this play out daily across the Republic of the Union
of Myanmar – Southeast Asia’s second-largest country after Indonesia – which many still know as Burma. Though the British
called it the latter and the current government favours Myanmar,
both names are ethnically and historically correct (locals are
commonly referred to as Burmese). No matter what you call it,
the country, which is sandwiched on the Andaman Sea between
India, China, and Thailand, has languished behind its neighbours
thanks to two decades of international embargoes aimed at crippling the ruling military junta. “We lose sales – everyone does,”
Taw Win explains. “Many tourists don’t even come to Myanmar.
And when they come, how can they carry so much money?”
Such struggles, however, are easing as dramatic change
sweeps Myanmar. After almost half a century of ruthless military rule and international isolation, the government, led by
a former army general named Thein Sein, has backed off press
censorship, freed political prisoners, eased travel restrictions
for foreigners, and invited opposition head and Nobel Peace
Prize laureate Aung San Suu Kyi to participate in parliamentary
elections. “The Lady,” as Suu Kyi is known, joined the process
and reversed her earlier appeal that foreign tourists boycott
her country. As a result, Myanmar has leapt up many travellers’
must-see lists, including Virtuoso travel advisors’ recommendations for top places to visit in 2013 (see page 16 for the full list).
Even President Obama acknowledged the progress with a diplomatic stopover last November, the first time a U.S. president has
set foot on Burmese soil.
The country’s travel buzz builds upon the promise of beaches
as pristine as Thailand’s, temples as moving as Cambodia’s, and
locals as friendly as Lao. It’s reputedly Asia before package tourism and KFC. I’ve spent a decade traipsing all over the region,
but I’ve always passed on Myanmar due to the politics. Now that
its government has cut the hard-line routine, I’ve come to see if
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the hype is true on Absolute Travel’s private ten-day trip to some
of Myanmar’s most iconic places.
“For better or worse, Myanmar has just begun a stage of
dramatic and rapid transformation,” says Absolute Travel president Ken Fish. “The elements that make the country so unique,
pristine, and even quirky now may not survive the changes.”
This is the year to poke into back alleys in Yangon, the country’s
biggest city, to clamber through Bagan’s musty thousand-yearold temples, and to slip a sinewy canoe through still waters on
Lake Inle. In short, it’s time to see if Old Asia still exists.

She takes the money,
then gently removes
a dove from the cage,
smiles at me, and
thrusts the bird in the
air like a magician.

Judging by my art deal at Bogyoke Aung San market, Myanmar’s infrastructure, at least, lags behind most of the continent. Sure, there are places in other countries where you can’t
pay with a credit card, but in the entire country of Myanmar,
there are just a handful of places where you can. Taw Win’s
been told he can likely accept credit again soon, but for now he
knows of a spot across town that will run my transaction for a
fee, and we set off on a last-ditch effort to close the sale.
Outside, the rain picks up, turning the cobbled market lanes
silvery-slick and knotting traffic. We hop in a taxi and pick our
way through the neat urban grid, a holdover from the British.
Many people still call Yangon by its colonial name, Rangoon,
and whitewashed neoclassical buildings with broad columns
and cornices still persist, though palm seedlings and ferns
poke through broken windows and cracked plaster on most
of them. Hawkers and street-food vendors and crowds fill the
sidewalks and shops below. It’s impossible to escape the sense
of watching the new Myanmar take root from the ruins of
the past. As if on cue, we drive past a Ministry of Hotels and
Tourism billboard announcing, “Warmly welcome and take
care of tourists.”
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from colonial yangon, i fly about 644
kilometres north to sleepy Bagan on the banks of the Irrawaddy River. Like Egypt’s pyramids, Bagan’s temples are the country’s best-known tourist draw and its most enduring image.
Brick stupas and spires stipple the flat emerald plains like a
vast colony of anthills, stretching impossibly in every direction to the horizon. Politics has kept Bagan off the World Heritage site list, though UNESCO recently signalled its interest
in reconsidering the town for inclusion. Some 2,200 Buddhist
temples spread across 41 square kilometres – a sight that’s
every bit as perplexing as it sounds and more temples than you
could see in a lifetime, so my guide, Rosie, and I set out straight
from the airport to explore.
First up is Shwezigon Paya, a monstrous, upside-down
bell-shaped temple enshrining sacred Buddhist relics,
where shadowy corridors provide refuge from the heat.
Each of Bagan’s temples tells a chapter of Burmese history,
and Shwezigon’s is especially poignant. King Anawrahta
constructed it in the eleventh century after he unified the
Burmese kingdom for the first time and converted the land
to Theravada Buddhism, the less ritual-oriented strain of
the religion. Today, 89 percent of the population is Buddhist.
“The bigger the pagoda or the more temples you built,
the better off you’d be in the eyes of the Buddha,” Rosie explains of the devotion behind Bagan. She takes me to site
after site, where Burmese pilgrims and monks lighting joss
sticks and kneeling before three-story Buddhas far outnumber tourists. Even at the famous temples with crowds,
seclusion isn’t far away. We arrive at Shwesandaw Pagoda
to find the place overrun by tour groups, so Rosie leads me
30 or so metres down a dusty track before we find a completely deserted temple beneath a nest of thorny acacias. We
have to wake the caretaker to unlock the door, and after showing us in, the stooped old man gestures with a dim flashlight at
pristine eleventh-century murals depicting great battles and
sacred white elephants. Judging by the man’s emphatic pride –
and his waning flashlight batteries – this temple sees few guests.
Bagan’s brickwork and murals don’t
quite reach the grandeur of Cambodia’s
monumental stone carvings, but the place
feels much like Angkor did two decades
myanmar by the
ago. Even as the town readies for a buildnumbers:
ing boom to rival the one a millennium
1. collecting alms.
2. the world’s lonago, you can still wander freely and find
gest teak bridge,
solitude. The Burmese are curious but not
U Bein, near
yet jaded by the tourist surge, and when
Mandalay.
3. shan-style
you ramble off into the landscape on
chicken noodle
your own, sleepy locals nod and wave but
soup at Lake inle.
don’t heckle you to buy something as they
4. tapping the
toddy palm tree
might in other places.

l

in a village near
Bagan.
5. Preserved
sagar flowers.
6. handmade
silver cuffs.
7. Manuha Pagoda’s reclining
Buddha.

tip

I do, however, make
a purchase on one
such outing. Strolling
“Book well in advance:
through the templerelatively limited tourism
strewn fields, I meet a
infrastructure contributes to
thin woman carrying a
Myanmar’s authenticity, but it also
means fierce competition for hotel
wicker cage with half a
rooms and cruise cabins.”
dozen doves inside. Her
–
Ken Fish, Absolute Travel
cheeks are ghostly white
with thanaka, the sandalwood makeup local women
use to trace beautiful shapes on
their faces, and like most Burmese
she speaks only a little English. She manages to convey that
she’d like to sell me a dove. Though I don’t wholly understand
why, 2,000 kyats – little more than US$2 – seems a small price to
satisfy my curiosity. She takes the money, then gently removes a
dove from the cage, smiles at me, and thrusts the bird in the air
like a magician. (Rosie later tells me the Burmese believe that
freeing any life is good luck and a means of accruing merit.)
As it flaps past the filigree of temple spires toward the evening
sun, I imagine that the bird is Myanmar itself lifting up from its
shuttered past. Merit aside, I can barely resist the urge to buy the
rest of the doves’ passage.

leaving bagan, i head through mandalay (Myanmar’s cultural seat of power and last royal capital)
to Inle, a 116-square-kilometre lake in the northeast Shan state.
Whole communities live on Inle, with homes, markets, and
temples constructed on stilts. We cruise to the Inle Princess
Resort through canals tangled with reeds and water hyacinths
and floating gardens brimming with tomatoes and coriander,
passing dozens of fishermen along the way paddling in the
traditional manner – with their legs.
Like high-wire artists, they balance one foot on the stern
and use their free leg, wrapped telephone-cord-style around
a long oar, to propel their dugouts with more force than they
could with their arms, all while being able to see over the tall
reeds. It’s improbable water yoga, especially when the men,
still balanced on one leg, trade oars for two-metre-tall conical bamboo nets that they operate with simian ease using
their free limb and toes. Near the Inle Princess, our boatmen kill the engine and take to leg paddling. The flat water
mirrors the sharp clear sky and rolling mountains, and the
swish of the oars is the only sound. This is how life here has
been for centuries.
Before coming to Inle, I’d caught glimpses of timeless
Asia in Myanmar, but it was always tempered by the march
of progress – Bagan’s boomtown enthusiasm and the rat-atat of motorcycles in Mandalay and Yangon. Here, though,

Like high-wire artists, they balance
one foot on the stern and use
their free leg, wr apped telephonecord-style around a long oar,
to propel their dugouts.
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life feels quaint – preserved. Villagers at Shwe Indein Pagoda, on the western shore, beckon travellers to join them
on the f loor for lunch. At a tiny hamlet on the lake, women
still hand-weave silk on wooden looms. And everywhere,
acrobatic fishermen work their canoes and nets. Places like
Inle, glimmering little gems that feel lost in time, are Myanmar’s true lure. But to uncover them in the country’s headlong rush to tourism you’ll need to be willing to adventure.
That’s part of the appeal.
My second evening on Inle, I meet Yin Myo Su, the Inle
Princess’ 40-year-old manager, whose family owns the property. Bursting with enthusiasm for what she sees as Myanmar’s renaissance, she explains how the resort is contributing:
a reforestation program above the lake, advocacy to curb
the flow of toxic pesticides from China, a heritage museum

to promote Burmese art and culture, and numerous other
projects. Even bucolic Inle is changing fast, it seems, though
with the long-view oversight of people such as Yin and her family, perhaps it will maintain its character for years.
Today, Myanmar remains an emerging destination for seasoned travellers. The country faces many challenges: questions over the legitimacy of government reforms, ethnic strife
in the provinces, and crushing poverty resulting from years of
mismanagement. “Myanmar is a work in progress,” Yin says
one evening. “Sanctions and the travel boycott didn’t hurt the
generals – it was the people who suffered. They had nothing.
But now, finally, they have hope.”
Before my return flight to Yangon, I meet a friend of a friend
at a café near the airport. She’s a guide for tour operator Butterfield & Robinson, and like Yin, she’s both bullish about the

A few of Bagan’s 2,000-plus temples, and (bottom) a fisherman demonstrating traditional fishing and rowing techniques on inle Lake.
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silk shuttles ready to weave in Amarapura and (right) seventh heaven:
climb 777 steps to taung Kalat, a Buddhist monastery near Mandalay.

country’s prospects and cautious about the way ahead. “Tell
the world to come to Myanmar – just not too many at a time,”
she says earnestly. “Come. But for now, come slowly.” As
she speaks, a dual-prop plane carrying more expectant
travellers to Inle roars onto the landing strip outside. I barely
make out her words over the engine’s throaty growl.

MYANMAR Rising

Four ways to see the country while it’s hot.

A personal guide accompanies you throughout Myanmar on Absolute travel’s custom trips. on a ten-day clockwise loop around the
country’s biggest sites, your host can arrange permission to enter
hard-to-access temples in Bagan, put you in touch with a fifthgeneration fortune-teller in Mandalay, and set up a private canoe
sundowner at inle. the trip features top hotels throughout, but the
most memorable is inle Princess resort, where lakefront rooms let
you meld into life on the water. if you can, add a few days to your
journey for more time in Bagan, which can feel rushed in two days.
Butterfield & Robinson’s nine-day trip takes in the same four
destinations that most operators do – yangon, Bagan, Mandalay, and inle – but its daily walking itineraries get you up close
with locals and in touch with Myanmar’s natural appeal. from
an afternoon vineyard stroll near inle lake to a pilgrimage to the
hillside monastery at kaung dang to witness monks chanting
their morning prayers, this trip is all about immersion.

(MAP) JAMES NOEL SMITH

get off the tourist track aboard Orient-Express’ Orcaella riverboat,
which launches this summer. eleven-day cruises feature sights
that few travellers get to see, including a novitiate ceremony at
a monastery in Moktaw and a visit to the lively market at kalay,
known as the trade gateway to india. the elegant 50-passenger
ship is a perfect platform for taking in village life as scenes of farmers working rice paddies roll past. And because the final port of call
is Bagan, you won’t miss Myanmar’s most iconic destination.
for time-pressed travellers, travcoa’s eight-day spin through
Myanmar’s big three is the most economical way to see this farflung land. temple-hop in Bagan, stop by the glorious monasteries in the seventeenth-century capital of Amarapura, and visit
Mandalay’s Mahamuni Paya temple to see the venerated Buddha
that’s coated in six inches of gold leaf, followed by a few days of
canoe tours on inle lake.
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travel intelligence

sTeP iNTO
the future
T

hink of yourSelVeS AS future AStronAutS

as you walk through,” Virgin Galactic’s Carolyn
Wincer instructs, and with that, we stride up a walkway flanked by blackened steel panels to the mouth of
the terminal. Doors open to a stark, narrow hallway suspended
above the hangar that will house two WhiteKnight mother ships
and five spaceships. Arriving at the third-floor lounge, we gain
an entirely new perspective through three stories of windows
focusing attention on the runway. We’re pupils in the swooped,
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eyelike Virgin Galactic Gateway to
the Virgin Galactic
Space. All that’s missing is Space OdysGateway to space.
sey’s HAL 9000 computer piping out the
day’s mission – with a British accent, of course.
What’s seen inside Spaceport America stays inside Spaceport
America: Threats of cell phone and camera confiscation remind
us that this is for our eyes only – nothing is to spoil the astronauts’ surprise on their big day. I’ve travelled to tumbleweedrich country near Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, for a

JEFF DAILEY

Virgin Galactic’s forum reveals that liftoff
is tantalisingly close. BY JUSTIN PAUL

behind-the-scenes look at Richard
Branson’s space venture with 42 of Virtuoso’s accredited space agents (ASAs)
from North America, Australia, and
New Zealand and 17 others from around
the world.
Staff from all areas of Virgin Galactic’s operations have flown in for status
updates and to field questions .
“What most impresses me is how serious this has become,” says Francis Contreras. A Virtuoso ASA from Coronado,
California, and future Virgin Galactic
passenger, Contreras will claim the honor of being the first Mexican woman to
visit space when her flight takes off. “After talking to the analysts, former NASA
employees, pilots, and other staff who
came for the day, I’ve changed from ‘I’m
most likely going to space’ to ‘I’m going
to space – soon.’ From the terminal’s architecture to the employees’ experience,
their ambition, and the money behind
this program, it really shows.”
“I’ve always been excited and had faith
it would happen,” says Virtuoso CEO

Matthew Upchurch, who reserved his
Virgin Galactic seat in 2006. “To me, the
day here comes down to three words:
This is real.”
Upchurch’s summary hints at the
question that’s been on everyone’s
mind – none more so than the 550-plus
ticketed passengers: After eight years
in development and an original hope
for passenger flights to begin in 2010,
when is this going to fly?
the next frontier iS coMing Soon.

Just standing in the departure terminal
of the world’s first commercial spaceport
brings that home. Others have joined
Branson as pioneers in space tourism,
promising experiences that range from
suborbital flights to moon landings to
nightly rentals of private space stations.
But as Virgin Galactic’s vice president of
operations, Mike Moses, points out,
“We’re the only one with a passenger
craft flying.” Left unsaid: Virgin Galactic
is also the only program with a passenger
medical team, a flight suit in design, pilot

and astronaut training programs, a
staffed mission control, and more. None
of the others have a runway or launch pad
to call home.
The ASA forum reveals how much
progress the spaceline has made. In the
last year, its team has nearly doubled
to around 220 members – many with
high-level NASA experience, such as
CEO George Whitesides, NASA’s former chief of staff. In the flight-training
room, test pilot Keith Colmer explains
the simulator and training regimen for
future pilots. In the room beside it, we
receive a rundown on future astronauts’
on-site training: two days of flight
protocol (what to expect and do at specific times during flight), followed by a
full dress rehearsal on the third day that
entails suiting up for a run in a simulator
of their own. In the terminal’s future
clinic, chief medical officer Jim Vanderploeg details his role, which begins
four to six months prior to astronauts’
flight dates and continues during spaceport training. Moses and spaceflight

JEFF DAILEY

Outside the lounge for friends and
family. soon guests will stand here
and watch loved ones blast into space.
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safety assurance officer Jeff Peters welcome us to the mission control room,
where they’ll monitor every second
from taxi to touchdown, and explain
how this challenge differs from their
work on NASA shuttle missions. Standing beside the door to the runway, chief
pilot Dave Mackay and spaceport program manager Mark Butler outline the
big moment on flight day: A lift opens to
a lounge for friends and family, and astronauts walk through to the tarmac
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and board SpaceShipTwo. From that
lounge, the guests will monitor launch
progress from a variety of streams and
tracking camera feeds on TVs, then step
outside to watch the spaceship’s rocket
motor fire when it’s released from the
mother ship.
To wrap up, Virgin turns the tables and
asks ASAs for suggestions on improving
passengers’ spaceport experience.
Among the ideas suggested: an on-site
spa, massages, and a yoga or meditation

room to deal with preflight nerves, and
helicopter transfers – it’s a long, barren
road to Spaceport America.
Throughout the day, conversations
gravitate toward the program’s
safety, how Branson walks the talk –
he and his children will take the first
flight – and the team’s impressive

Watch a video introduction to the team
behind Virgin Galactic.

THE CLAY OBSERVATORY/VIRGIN GALACTIC

“to me, the day here comes down to
three words: this is real.”

the brain trust:
Key Virgin Galactic staff
assembled in the hangar.

tip
“Virgin Galactic astronauts and their
guests have numerous day-trip options
when not at Spaceport America: Carlsbad Caverns National Park and White
Sands and Gila Cliff Dwellings national
monuments, to name a few.”
- Virtuoso travel advisor
Alfred Volden, Albuquerque

depth of experience that you don’t
learn from flashy media clips of
spaceship rollouts and dedications.
Back on the third-floor balcony, the
Land of Enchantment works its
pink and purple sunset palette as a
telescope and sofas are arranged on

hotel

the taxi-way for the night’s party.
“Take one more look before we head
down,” Wincer calls out above the
din. “This is the last time you’ll get
to stand here without being an
astronaut.”
That’s when reality sets in.

esprit saint Germain
paris
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in My bag

t

he founder of niVen

Morgan Bath, Body and
home Products finds
scent inspiration around
the globe, from the streets of capri
and Marrakech to the breezes of
the caribbean. his current travel
dilemma: return to favourite
destination
southern Africa
or visit
the french
riviera’s iconic
hôtel du capeden-roc?

i Don’t
LEaVE
HoME
WitHoUt:

1.

My tom Ford Buckley Zipper
tote. It’s easy and functional, and holds
everything I need in-ﬂight or as a day bag
on location.

2.

hermès blank writing pads and
four or ﬁve pens (I’m always losing
them) to record what I do, where I eat and
shop, and other observations.

3. A candle or room spray
3

5 TRAVEL

MY

essentials

from Marrakech to Mustique, Virtuoso traveller
niven Morgan packs for note-taking and great hair.
PORTRAIT BY ALLISON V. SMITH
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from my line, such as my
favourite, Mustique 1958. I
want my hotel room to be a
home away from home.

4.
4

My iPad
stocked with
movies, GQ,
the UK
version of
Elle, novels,
Elle,
and the
White Noise
app for sleeping.

5. Aveda control Paste,
5
the perfect all-in-one hair
product.

PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life excLusiVe offers
YACHTING HOLIDAY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
Discover the difference between yachting and cruising on an 11-day Mediterranean voyage with SeaDream
Yacht Club. Explore ports off-limits to larger ships. Snorkel and kayak off the yacht’s marina, and
sunbathe on its signature Balinese Dream Beds. Sailing between Rome (Civitavecchia) and Venice, drop
anchor in Capri, Amalfi, Taormina, Sarande, Kotor, Dubrovnik, Mijet Nature Park, and more.
SeaDream II departs Rome 16 July 2013. From US$7,870 (approx. AU$7,488/NZ$9,386) per person, double
occupancy; taxes and fees included. Fare includes gratuities and open bar. Virtuoso guests receive a $200 (approx.
AU$190/NZ$239) spa credit per stateroom.

WHALES, BEARS & EAGLES: ALASKA UP CLOSE
Observe foraging bears, soaring eagles, lunge-feeding whales, and calving glaciers from the safety and
up-close perspective of a National Geographic expedition ship on Lindblad Expeditions’ eight-day
voyage of Alaska’s Inside Passage between Juneau and Sitka. Highlights: Glacier Bay National Park,
Tracy Arm Fjord, Petersburg, Frederick Sound, Chatham Strait, Point Adolphus, and Inian Pass. Book by
31 March and receive free airfare between Seattle and Alaska on select May 2013 departures.
Departs every Saturday and Sunday 11 May - 25 August 2013. From US$5,990 (approx. AU$5,699/NZ$7,144)
per person, double occupancy. Virtuoso exclusive: US$50 (approx. AU$48/NZ$60) shipboard credit per couple.

PRIVATE ISLAND ESCAPE IN THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
Want a front row seat to adventure in paradise? Have your Virtuoso travel advisor arrange a stay at
Hayman. You’ll be primed for adventure from the start, since the resort is only accessible by helicopter
or luxury launch. In addition to fantastic snorkelling in the idyllic Blue Pearl Bay, the resort offers scenic
seaplane flights, catamaran sailing, and even heli-golf. Take a hike around the island’s walking trails or
laze around its world famous pool.
Visitors have a choice of 210 guestrooms, suites, penthouses and beach villas. Some of the dining
choices include: Azure, serving classic Australian dishes with a focus on fresh seafood; La Trattoria,
for an authentic Italian experience; and Oriental, featuring a mix of Thai, Chinese, Japanese, and
Indian dishes.
Lagoon Room rates from US$395 (approx. AU$376/NZ$471) per person, per night, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests
enjoy a room upgrade, if available; daily buffet breakfast in Azure; and one Snorkelling Island Escapade per person.

ULTRA-LUXURY CRUISING IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
If you’re going to explore the Mediterranean, do so with the cruise line that knows Europe like no other.
Founded by the Lefebvre family of Rome, Silversea Cruises has elevated European luxury travel to an
art form. Ships are small, and thus able to visit secluded harbours and tie up dockside. Dining venues are
numerous and include the world’s first Slow Food-inspired menus at sea. As for the service: everyone
enjoys the attention of a butler.
This June, join Silversea’s newest vessel, the 540-guest Silver Spirit on a ten-night, Virtuoso-hosted
voyage between Monte Carlo and Athens. Late-evening departures in Monte Carlo, Portofino, and
Dubrovnik invite you to take in the local cuisine and nightlife. The itinerary also includes visits to
Florence, Rome, Sorrento, Kotor, Corfu, and Katakolon (gateway to ancient Olympia). On board, enjoy
spacious accommodations, 95 percent with private verandas; a choice of six dining venues; and an
770-square-metre spa. Silversea’s generous amenities include complimentary premium wines and
spirits, prepaid gratuities, and transportation into town in most ports.
Departs 9 June 2013. From US$3,650 (AU$3,450) per person, double occupancy.

souvenir

tip
“for beautiful traditional weaving
in cuzco, go to Espaderos (calle
espaderos 123), Awana Kancha (km.
23 Pista cusco-Pisac), or the nonprofit Centro de Textiles Tradicionales del Cusco (Avenida Sol 603).”
– Cecilia Artoni,
travel advisor, Lima

Warm aNd Fuzzy

MeMories

In Machu Picchu’s heyday, only Inca nobility were permitted to wear alpaca garments. Today, Andean artisans
continue a centuries-long tradition (albeit with much more democratic distribution), weaving the silky fleece of
this diminutive llama cousin into rich blankets, shawls, and tapestries. In Cuzco, the former Inca capital and gateway to Machu Picchu, alpaca work abounds. Many textiles incorporate traditional symbols, such as the inca cross
(on the blanket pictured above), a multi-layered symbol thought to encompass key elements of the great civilisation’s beliefs – which also happens to look great draped over the back of your sofa. Alpaca blanket, made in Peru;
www.alpacaboutique.ecrater.com.
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CHRIS PLAVIDAL

find a cosy piece of incan tradition in Cuzco.

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.

............ 2010 ..................... 2011 ..................... 2012 ..................... 2013 ..................... 2014 ............

Virtuoso
Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE.
Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso travel advisor ensures your
RETURN on LIFE. From weekend getaways to longer holidays, they collaborate with you on all of your
travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveller, please contact us today at info@virtuoso.com.au.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

www.virtuoso.com.au

Warm Wishes for a Beautiful & Well-Travelled NewYear!
Resolve to maximise your RETURN on LIFE,
knowing that your Virtuoso travel advisor is at your service.
VIP Treatment – Virtuoso-exclusive upgrades and amenities
Insider Access – Their global connections become your global connections
Peace of Mind – Count on them before, during, and after every trip

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in
speaking to one, please, contact us today at info@virtuoso.com.au.

